Lipomassage™ By Endermologie®: New Study Proves Patented Mechanical Treatment Stimulates Fat Metabolism

Fewer Sessions, Faster Results
Lipomassage by Endermologie is the latest generation of Endermologie treatments dedicated to localized fat, cellulite and contours. With major technological and protocol innovations, Lipomassage is able to produce faster and more targeted results. Derived from the Greek word “lipo” meaning fat, and “massage,” meaning therapeutic kneading of the body, the term Lipomassage clearly describes the treatment’s unique, scientifically proven action on fat cell metabolism.
For the first time, world renowned researcher and specialist in fat cell metabolism, Professor Max Lafontan, used his invention, microdialysis, to analyze fluids exiting fat cells after Lipomassage mechanical stimulation. He and his team of researchers discovered that stored fat was actually being expelled from the cells. To illustrate this unique action, imagine sedentary, chubby fat cells suddenly enrolled in a salutary exercise program, where they ‘sweat off’ excess fat and shrink in size.

Lipomassage treatments speed up the metabolism of fat cells, so they go through their life cycles more quickly. This helps the body get rid of fat faster than the cells can reproduce, so you not only smooth cellulite, you lose inches in treated areas. This lypolytic (breaking down fat) activity works on all adipose cells, even those on a woman’s thighs and derriere or a man’s waist and love handles, where fat cells have a slower metabolism. These are the hardest areas to reach as this trapped fat is resistant to diet, exercise and invasive procedures. Lipomassage by Endermologie encourages fat elimination for men and women on a long-term basis.

Microdialysis results to a lipolytic agent
Lipomassage™

Breakthrough Technology and New Protocols for Faster Visible Results: starting for 6 sessions.

LPG’s dedication to continued advancement extends beyond scientific research. LPG’s research facilities continue to enhance the technology and develop improved protocols for faster, more satisfying treatment results.

The dynamic rotations of Lipomassage’s new Roll-In technology provides greater depth of action, giving fat cells a true workout and slimming stubborn fatty areas. The new protocols combine this tissue action with isometric movement that solicits muscles, providing a much more effective treatment than ever before. As a result, dramatically enhanced results may be obtained starting from 6 sessions of Lipomassage on the targeted areas.

Press Release
Superficial trapped fat, when massaged by the patented rollers and aspiration of the LPG treatment head, actually undergoes a cellular change. A recent study conducted in Toulouse, France by Professor Lafontan, a world-renowned specialist in fat cell metabolism and the inventor of microdialysis, showed that these cells are metabolically inactive. When stimulated with Lipomassage, however, the fat cells of treated subjects clearly demonstrated a major increase in lipolysis (fat release) and metabolic activity.

Prior to this study, Endermologie’s effect on cellulite and contours were credited to their action on 3 of the 4 components of cellulite: trapped fat, excess fluids, impaired circulation and poor quality connective tissue. The speculation was that fat cell size reduction was a side effect of the healthier environment of improved blood circulation and fluid mobilization. This study, however, reveals that the mechanical rolling and suction action of “Lipomassage” is directly and quantifiably responsible for ‘rebooting’ fat cell metabolism.

By stimulating the Beta receptor (cell “waste eliminator”) and restoring lipolysis (or fat breakdown) with Lipomassage, fat cell metabolism is reactivated. Now, instead of building reserves and getting bigger, adipocytes reject fatty acids. The Lipomassage workout produces results even on deep fat reserves where diet, exercise and other stimulations are ineffectual.

Previous studies have shown that Lipomassage connective tissue rejuvenation improves blood circulation by 400% and lymphatic circulation by 300%. The latest clinical study showing Lipomassage’s metabolic action on fat cells provides the missing link in the puzzle of fat elimination and body contouring. This increased understanding will allow for maximal treatment efficiency and efficacy and benefit millions of women worldwide.
Dedicated to research and development, LPG continues to innovate its techniques and technologies for faster, longer lasting and more satisfying results.

Roll-In technology features dynamic rotations for greater depth of action on stubborn fatty areas. Roll-In is comprised of two motorized rollers that rotate in opposite directions towards each other. Lifting skin tissue into the treatment chamber, a high, wide skinfold is formed to provide more intense manipulation of stubborn cellulite and localized fat reserves than ever before.

To maximize this technological breakthrough, brand new protocols have been created around Roll-In mechanical stimulation. This powerful combination is performed as a targeted treatment, focusing directly on specific problem areas - saddlebags, love handles and belly rolls - instead of being performed on the whole body.

Sessions are more vigorous and energetic, requiring subject participation. Soliciting muscles with contraction-and-relaxation repetitions, the new protocols isolate fat layers and work them intensively. Thus stimulated, fat cells release fat into the bloodstream as energy. As the isometric exercises require exertion, the released fat energy starts to be burned from treated areas immediately. As this happens, surface layers are nourished with reinvigorated fluid exchanges and the skin is revitalized to its youthful radiance.

Dramatically enhanced results may be experienced after the first session, with a noticeable change in the feel of one’s clothing. With more concentrated, focused treatments, combined with muscle solicitation, areas of the body with localized fat can now be slimmed down starting from 6 sessions.

Bottom line: starting from 6 sessions, cellulite is visibly reduced, the figure is reshaped and skin is beautifully reconditioned. For women wanting fast, significant results – even on stubborn areas that diet, exercise and invasive procedures don’t treat - pleasurable Lipomassage is the ultimate non-invasive solution for a whole new body.

Now in its 20th year, LPG is the world leader in connective tissue technology. LPG researches, develops, designs, manufactures and distributes unparalleled, technologically advanced equipment for the medical and non-medical communities. With 25,000 machines sold around the world since its inception, LPG has a major presence on all 5 continents, in over 95 countries around the world.
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Photographic Results of Professional Lipomassage™
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Lipomassage technology

The Roll heads use the exclusive LPG technology of motorized tissular rolling. Depending on the rotation direction and speed of the independent motorized rollers, the skin is drawn in numerous different folds - all of different shapes, depths and thicknesses for optimum results.

Thanks to the Roll’in and the new LPG protocols, Endermologie delivers more intense localised treatments for fast noticeable results.

Roll’in:
For areas of excess, dense and stubborn fat: **body slimming.**

Roll’out:
for delicate, loose areas of skin: **firmer skin.**

Roll’up:
for redesigning the body’s folds: **body contouring.**
Gunnar Peterson, celebrity trainer, recommends Lipomassage

Because some areas of the body with localised fat are resistant to the most draconian diets or physical exercice, Gunnar Peterson has adopted Lipomassage.